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Abstract: Convergence between cyber and physical spaces is accelerating due to the penetration of various ubiquitous services based on sensors and actuators. Effective sensors such as ultra low-cost wireless sensors, smart phones and pads allow us to couple real objects, people, places, and environment with the corresponding entities in the cyber space. Similarly, soft sensors such as blog, facebook, twitter, foursquare and other applications create new types of sensed data for cyber-physical coupling. In this paper, we describe sensor enabled cyber-physical coupling for creating ubiquitous services in the SenseCampus project. We first classify cyber-physical coupling and ubiquitous services in the project. Several ubiquitous services, such as SensingCloud, DIY smart object services, Twitthings, Airy Notes, and Mebius Ring, are described. We then address the challenges in cyber-physical coupling for creating advanced ubiquitous services particularly for educational facilities.
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1. Introduction

Ubiquitous services are becoming more popular as demonstrated by such smart devices as ultra low-cost wireless sensors, smart phones and pads in our everyday lives. In addition to the smart devices, applications on the web can be seen as soft sensors, including facebook, twitter, foursquare, etc., since they allow us to capture and gather new sensed data such as personal/group health, emotion or social context for social services. These services support our everyday activities as well as social activities.

Coupling objects, people, society, environment or phenomena in a real space with the corresponding entities in cyber space can create ubiquitous services. By coupling we mean that it allows both functions namely capturing something in the real space to the cyber space, and actuating something back to the real space. We denote Sh, Ph, Ah, St, Pt, At for components located here or there respectively. Sensing components (Sh+St) provide sensing functions of real entities or phenomena in a real space and capture the sensed data into a cyber space. Processing components (Ph+Pt) interpret captured data and convert them to higher-level information, and decide a suitable action or a set of actions for the actuator. Actuation components (Ah+At) execute the requested action(s) as the outcome of the processing components. Then, the requested action(s) may change the status of real objects and it may initiate a new SPA cycle.

In the rest of the paper, we present sensor enabled cyber-physical coupling for creating ubiquitous services in the SenseCampus project. The project aims at making a university campus smart in the following three-fold. First, students as service prosumers are allowed to acquire and produce campus-specific real world information more efficiently. For example, they are enabled to join with their friends and faculties more smoothly with help of cyber-coupled people data. Second, faculty members can take advantages of cyber-coupled objects data to, for instance, know the empty seats in the cafeteria. Third, staffs can monitor the campus in finer-grained way with help of the cyber-coupled environment, students, and objects data. To this extent, we have been investigating the architecture of cyber-physical coupling that encourages various stakeholders to build their own HOT-SPA applications on it with privacy enhancement policies.

We first classify cyber-physical coupling and ubiquitous services in Section 2. We then show the architecture by describing novel ubiquitous services constituting the architecture, such as SensingCloud, DIY smart object services, Twitthings, Airy Note, and Mebius Ring sensors in Section 3. Section 4 addresses the...
challenges in cyber-physical coupling for creating advanced ubiquitous services, followed by the survey on related work in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the paper.

2. Cyber-Physical Coupling

In this section, we classify cyber-physical coupling enablers, coupling entities and ubiquitous services.

2.1 Coupling Enablers and Entities

Coupling enablers provide both sensing and actuation functions for ubiquitous services. We classify these coupling enablers into two types: sensing enablers and actuation enablers. Sensing enablers are hard sensors such as ultra low-cost wireless sensors, RFID tags, light sensors, cameras, smart cards, smart phones, and soft sensors such as facebook, twitter, foursquare, flickr and other web applications. Actuation enablers are smart phones, pads, PCs, public displays, TVs, information appliances, traffic signals, mobile robots or embedded robots.

In particular, a smart phone has many sensing devices such as GPS, camera, accelerometers, illuminometers, microphone, cellular signal strength ratio, Bluetooth, WiFi, smart cards, and/or RFID tag readers. It has also many actuation devices like a display, a speaker set and a vibrator. Because of these functions, smart phones allow us to couple many entities in a physical space with objects in a cyber space. As shown in Fig. 1, we can depict the coupling relation between two entities, Ep and Ec with SPA components.

2.2 Ubiquitous Services

We define ubiquitous service as a service which can offer a set of functions or actions to support our everyday activities in a real space. While web services can be initiated in a cyber space, ubiquitous services are initiated in a real space based on a user’s situation or context. They can be created by coupling objects, people, places, environment or phenomena in a physical space with a cyber space. Relationship among coupling entities between two spaces can be classified into the following relations: one to one, one to many, many to one, and many to many.

For instance, a remote nursing care system for an elderly person offers a ubiquitous service. It may consist of a sensor attached to the elder’s mug cup (Sh), a caretaker’s mobile phone (Ph), and a skype phone placed at the elderly person’s home (At). Suppose that, one day, the care system detects no movement of the elderly person’s mug cup during breakfast time, and then the system may send a warning message and initiate a phone call from the caretaker’s smart phone to the elderly person’s skype phone for checking out the person’s condition.

Similarly, a runner’s running support system also offers a ubiquitous service. A tiny sensor (Sh) attached to a running shoe or smart phone (Sh+Ph) can track the current location of the runner and share the runners’ running records. A global enabler such as a runner’s web page (At), like nike+’s ‘challenge page’ \(^1\), makes us allow to link a personal data to a team data for participating the longest-running team ranking battle. In this way, a simple connection between personal and global enablers makes us a richer ubiquitous service for supporting our activities.

2.3 Classification of Ubiquitous Services

The well-known feature of ubiquitous services is pervasive nature of the service functions or actions. We classify the ubiquitous services into two types: Any- or Only-cube type.

Any- or Only-cube Types

A ubiquitous service can be used at anytime, from anywhere and by anyone. We call this as an “Any3 (any-cube)” type service. Services are not designated for specific users in space and time. However, another type of services is often designated to a person or a specific group of people in space and time. We call this as an “Only3 (only-cube)” type service.

For instance, suppose a group of people who bought a product at a supermarket can get 50%-off of another product. If the supermarket’s owner wants to offer further incentive to use e-cash, then the store can give more discount only to the users who used to pay the total amount by e-cash using their mobile phone. In this way, the store can reduce the congestion at the cashier area and customers who used e-cash could check out without additional waiting time. Another instance of Only3 services is public displays at the supermarket. They would show different advertisements depending on the time, the location of the display, and the gender and the age of the customer.

i-, a-, b-, c-, or d-zones

We can further classify ubiquitous services based on the region covered by the services as shown in Fig. 2. We divided the regions into 5 zones, namely i-, a-, b-, c- and d-zones. i-zone is around our body, and contains first-person services. a-zone is up to the area around the user (e.g., a room), and b-zone covers up to a building. c-zone covers up to an outdoor space where a user is connected to the Internet and GPS. d-zone is an outdoor space disconnected from the Internet and GPS connectivity. In
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\(^1\) http://nikerunning.nike.com/
an urban area, there are many tiny d-zone spots within c-zone and a ubiquitous service often faces difficulties with unexpected disconnection from infrastructure networks.

For instance, a location $x$ of a car on a road in Fig. 2 can be mapped properly to the corresponding location $x'$ in a car navigation system in a cyber space. Although the car navigation system with a smart phone can also provide a navigation service in c-zone, it may not be used in d-zone due to the lack of access to GPS connectivity. Similarly, when a user uses a personal indoor navigation system to find a location of a room in b-zone, the system needs to interact with an indoor location system such as active badge [1] or 3D bat [2].

3. SenseCampus

SenseCampus project aims at making a university campus smart achieving better information sharing among students, faculty members, and staffs. Coupling objects, people, and environment on campus supports their activities with more dynamic and real-time information. First, a student as service consumer is allowed to acquire campus-specific real world information more efficiently. For example, they are enabled to join with their friends and faculties more smoothly with help of cyber-coupled people data. Second, faculty members can take advantages of cyber-coupled objects data to, for instance, know the existence of particular books in the library. Third, staffs can monitor the campus in finer-grained way with help of the cyber-coupled environment, students, and objects data. In the following sections, we first describe the architectural technology to share sensed data globally, then show how the entities on campus are coupled.

3.1 SensingCloud

The architectural role of SensingCloud is to provide the infrastructural services to share sensor data within a certain region. Although our purpose is to couple entities on campus-wide, it scales up to worldwide sensor data sharing. The HOT-SPA model of SensingCloud is shown in Fig. 3. SensingCloud service enables applications to subscribe sensor data from arbitrary membership sensor nodes. It assumes there are stand-alone local platform, called $uBox$, for each sensor network domain. This gives an aspect of local resource management to each sensor network. Then we create a network of those local sensor network platforms with an add-on middleware, called Global Gateway ($GG$), connecting $uBoxes$ via the Internet with help of an Index Server as shown in Fig. 3. Users’ smart phones are allowed to produce and consume sensor data via SensingCloud.

$uBox$ is used to manage a single sensor network, which is initially built to make a certain environment smart. The administrators of the sensor network can register their sensors or actuators to this platform to export them to the users or developers within the network. They can register their internal administrative information to the platform since $uBox$ is totally under their control and external user will not access the platform server directly. This helps simple private application development. Global gateways exchange geographical location of $uBox$, and form an overlay network on the Internet utilizing their physical distance as a metrics. Therefore, users can ask for the global sensor data to his local gateway as well with global gateway. If user requests for temperature data around his location, it forwards the requests to its global gateway. Then global sensor network gateway passes the requests to global gateway that is within the target area or the closest one. The local platforms pass the request forward for N times and search the target sensors.

SensingCloud is based on a layered abstraction shown in Fig. 4. Each layer can be manipulated via a RESTful interface formatted as follows: http://[server]/[local/global]/[sensor/actuator]/[layer]/[parameters]. The target scope, namely local or global, can also be specified.

Entity: Direct Access To A Resource  The bottom layer enables direct access to the resources with resource-specific identifiers. It supports registration, update, manipulation, and deletion of information of resources.

Class: Discovering Resources With this resource discovery layer, users can discover the sensors with specific type of data or actuators. For example, to collect temperature sensors tagged as “outside” and located within 1,000 m radius circle from coordinates (49.00, 8.38), the user should make GET request to the url shown in Fig. 5 a).

Aspect: Processing Resources This layer processes multiple data and generates data that represent their aspect. For example users can create GET request such as shown in Fig. 5 b). They are also allowed to actuate towards the real world with the same facility. For example, /local/actuator/aspect/light/poweroff?latitude=49.00&longitude=8.38&radius=100&tags=inside would turn off all the lights within 100 meter radius on campus.

3.2 Coupling of Objects

The SenseCampus project also enables to sense how people interact with objects. Since there are many objects such as chairs, desks, computers or projectors shared among multiple users, sensing those objects enables us to know what is happening in the campus or to manage equipments efficiently. To manage such objects with sensor nodes, we have developed object coupling architecture constituting of the following functionalities.

Easy making ordinary objects to be sensible objects:  By attaching a tiny wireless sensor node to a user’s belongings, the user can augment an object digitally in a cyber space and as-
Associate the object with various services. For example, assuming that all the seats in the cafeteria are attached with a sensor node, we can know which seats are available, and then notify students waiting for seats. When using smart object services, a semantic association between a sensor node and a domestic object must be made before initiating any services. At a home environment, however, professional assistance with such instantiation may be either unavailable or too costly. To solve this problem, we proposed Spot & Snap interaction [3] that eases of such association with use of a USB camera with an LED spotlight (see Fig. 6).

With Spot & Snap, non-expert users can register their belongings to preferred services without experts. Consequently, it provides application framework for programmers to create various smart object services [4].

**Easy filtering objects’ sensing data as context:**

Since sensible objects can just send sensor data to network, filtering those data and detecting meaningful information is needed to leverage sensible objects to create various services. States of objects change every now and then. Users must define a part of this change in state as a context or a trigger of certain services, because users are domain experts of their own environment. However, since defining context is unfamiliar tasks for users, supporting users to define context by analysing sensor data from objects is required. To define the contexts easily without complex programming skills, we have developed objects’ context description language, called SOEML, based on temporal relation [5].

**Easy sharing objects’ context among allowed users:**

Since many objects are shared in campus, their context also should be shared. We developed Twitter-based context sharing system, called Twitthings [6]. It is an extension of the smart object service by using social media, namely Twitter, as a group of remote actuators.

The advantage of Twitthings is that it enables users to share and define smart object event seamlessly and securely. Similar to the event and action association process used in SOEML, a user can define an event and tweet messages associated with Twitthings as shown in Fig. 7. If you follow the user in Twitter, you could see all incoming messages. These messages are automatically generated into the cyber space by the smart objects in the real world. The users can also define new events with the messages. For example, assume that a user receives messages regarding to a laboratory, “All chairs are used” and “Projector is used” from Twitthings. The user can define a new event “meeting” by associating it with those two messages. Once the event is registered to Twitthings platform, the events will be detected automatically, and users can use the events for various actions such as posting messages to Twitter or controlling appliances in the room. By using following and followers relationship in Twitter, users can form social network via their objects. Twitter also has a function to preserve privacy; it can prevent messages from revealing...
to unapproved users.

### 3.3 Coupling of People and Society

One of the purposes in SenseCampus is to know various types of people’s activities on campus. There are many researches to sense individual human behavior, such as identifying walking/running contexts. On the contrary, we focus to sense multiple humans behavior, since people often collaborate together on campus (e.g., students and faculties meet, discuss or study). If we can recognize people’s behavior on campus, many applications, which enhance relationships among people, can be realized together with privacy enhancing technology.

One of the important people behaviors is conversation group context, which represents “where, when and with whom a user is making a conversation.” Conversations on campus are classified into three models, “Broadcast”, “Meeting” and “Chatting”, according to the two criteria. First is how suddenly the conversation occurs. Conversations without a schedule agreed among conversation participants have high level of sudden occurrence. The second is the number of persons participating in the conversation. The second is the number of persons participating in the conversation. The second is the number of persons participating in the conversation. The second is the number of persons participating in the conversation. We show three conversation models in Fig. 8. People attending to a conversation are allowed to refer to the members in the group to, for example, exchange computer files necessary for the collaboration.

#### Broadcast Model

It tends to have low level of sudden occurrence and usually has many participants. Examples of Broadcast’s conversations include lectures in classes. These conversations often have fixed schedules of where and when to begin. Some research aim to analyze Group Conversation context using participants’ location acquired from their mobile phones. This model has the characteristic that the groups have many participants, and locations of each user transit apparent. This, in turn, shows that conversation groups can be detected by acquiring user’s location and population density, etc. On the contrary, we also focused relativity of chatting on social network. To group users who has same interests, we analyzed messages information on Twitter in terms of its location information [7]. Figure 9 shows classified message in Tokyo metropolitan area by K-means method. A color in the figure corresponds to a group of people who have the same interest. In the broadcast model on campus, we often confirm that people who attend the same class tend to send messages which have the same context and location. Therefore, classifying messages on social media has possibilities to detect the broadcast model in campus. We have been developing an application based on this technique to enhance mutual communication among students on
participants. For example, there are stand talking in an office corridor, chatting with colleagues in a laboratory, conversations with friends who attended the lunch. It is difficult to predict time, location and members of the conversations in this model, because it occurs unexpectedly. Moreover, when using WSN to detect this context, it must be installed not only inside the buildings, but also outside of them. Hence, methods for detecting Broadcast or Meeting model cannot be used for Chatting model. However, Chatting context is effective when providing services to specific group of people, hence, the need for detecting Chatting context is high.

To acquire “conversation group,” we extract chatting people (conversation group) from assemblages of people (user set). We created an algorithm which groups users by following three steps: (1) Step 1: Detect a user-set based on proximity between users (2) Step 2: Check if the user is talking to someone in the user-set (3) Step 3: Extract conversation groups from the user-set based on the result of phase 2

We confirmed that the algorithm achieves the grouping accuracy of 70 percent [8] by implementing it on Android Mobile Phones using Bluetooth RSSI to detect neighbouring users. Since most students have their own smart phones, we are planning to use this implementation on the Sensing Cloud infrastructure to enable active development of applications that leverage the chatting context.

3.4 Coupling of Environment

We also couple environment in the SenseCampus project to monitor the outdoor natural environment and the indoor. Airy Notes is our initial investigation of the outdoor environment monitoring, particularly microclimate monitoring, held in a park in Shinjuku, Tokyo. The Mebius Ring sensor network is on-campus environment coupling system based on the experiences from the Airy Notes project. As an indoor environment monitoring mechanism, we established a campus-wide energy consumption monitoring system. The detail of the system is described in the following sections.

Meeting Model

It has a fixed schedule of time and place: Starting time and place are shared to conversation members beforehand. Some of the examples of Meeting models are, regular meetings of a laboratory, discussions with colleagues, or negotiation with suppliers. Meeting model involves fewer participants compared to Broadcast model, and participants interactively talk.

Meeting model can be detected using participant’s schedule, because the schedule is usually shared amongst the participants. In addition, there are places where Meeting model usually takes place, such as meeting rooms or discussion rooms. Thus, this model can be detected from the user’s schedule information or network sensed systems installed in the environments. We introduce a system that detects meeting context by monitoring the meeting room’s objects in the next section.

Chatting Model

It has high level of sudden occurrence, and small number of participants. For example, there are stand talking in an office corridor, chatting with colleagues in a laboratory, conversations with friends who attended the lunch. It is difficult to predict time, location and members of the conversations in this model, because it occurs unexpectedly. Moreover, when using WSN to detect this context, it must be installed not only inside the buildings, but also outside of them. Hence, methods for detecting Broadcast or Meeting model cannot be used for Chatting model. However, Chatting context is effective when providing services to specific group of people, hence, the need for detecting Chatting context is high.

To acquire “conversation group,” we extract chatting people (conversation group) from assemblages of people (user set). We created an algorithm which groups users by following three steps: (1) Step 1: Detect a user-set based on proximity between users (2) Step 2: Check if the user is talking to someone in the user-set (3) Step 3: Extract conversation groups from the user-set based on the result of phase 2

We confirmed that the algorithm achieves the grouping accuracy of 70 percent [8] by implementing it on Android Mobile Phones using Bluetooth RSSI to detect neighbouring users. Since most students have their own smart phones, we are planning to use this implementation on the Sensing Cloud infrastructure to enable active development of applications that leverage the chatting context.

3.4 Coupling of Environment

We also couple environment in the SenseCampus project to monitor the outdoor natural environment and the indoor. Airy Notes is our initial investigation of the outdoor environment monitoring, particularly microclimate monitoring, held in a park in Shinjuku, Tokyo. The Mebius Ring sensor network is on-campus environment coupling system based on the experiences from the Airy Notes project. As an indoor environment monitoring mechanism, we established a campus-wide energy consumption monitoring system. The detail of the system is described in the following sections.
ature, humidity, and light. Figure 12 depicts the locations of Mebius Ring sensor nodes. Each sensor node of Mebius Sensor is product of Crossbow Inc. named eKo Mote\(^2\). This ZigBee-based sensor node has a solar battery panel, and is a part of a larger multi-hop network that covers a broad area. The Mebius Sensor system is designed to be a platform of various ubiquitous computing applications such as enhancing people’s awareness of their natural environment.

Similarly to Airy Notes, users are allowed to monitor the sensed data in real-time via the viewer on the web, and via tweets on twitter\(^3\). In addition, we developed a Web APIs to enable applications to leverage sensor data of Mebius Sensor. Applications can fetch the data specifying a sensor node ID, date, and date type in URL.

Another monitoring system in the SenseCampus project is an energy visualization system that monitors energy consumption of our campus. It is a simple system that captures the four digits shown on the power control panel, shown in Figure 13 (a) using a small web camera. The captured data are stored in a remote database, and shown on the web\(^4\) as shown in Fig. 13 (b). We also provide a Web API for this system and a twitter service has been operated\(^5\) using this API similar to Twitthings.

In total, we offer power consumption, temperature, humidity and brightness information. All the data we sense in the campus is open for all the students and give them an opportunity to easily build cyber-physical ubiquitous services. Students have already proposed some application ideas in a course work. One of them, for example, is an application that warns over-usage of energy to students combined with social network web applications. Also, some students are proposing a campus pedestrian navigation system that navigates you to the destination through the path with lower temperature.

### 4. Related Work

Some projects on sensor network deployment share similar goals in that they aim at leveraging cyber-physical coupled data for context-aware actuation. Campus sensing\(^10\), home sensing\(^11\), structure monitoring\(^12\), and environment monitoring\(^13\) are their examples. Each deployed sensor network collects data into its associated sensor database. The collected data can then be used by applications that run locally in the network, or remotely via the Internet. This classic model is data-centric instead of user-centric in that it is optimized for efficient data collection into the centralized database, and users are always required to query in the database even when they are directly facing a sensor node. In the SenseCampus project, we enabled users to observe the environment directly and real-time using the users’ cellular phone, and the web interface.

Global sharing of sensor data via the web has been investigated. IrisNet\(^14\) provides a middleware system to share sensors among multiple computers within a city-scale. SenseWeb\(^15\) aims at sharing sensor nodes worldwide. It proposes a software architecture for global sensor sharing assuming sensor, data, and application heterogeneity. GSN\(^16\) also aims at the worldwide sensor sharing. While these research focus on the use of environment monitoring data on the web, we provide applications with data coupled with objects, people, environment and society. This enables applications context-aware services leveraging a range of the cyber-physical coupled real-world entities.

Several works have been done for object coupling, such as MediaCup\(^17\), DigiClip\(^18\), MAX\(^19\) and Sentient Artifacts\(^20\). While they have proved the usefulness of cyber-coupled objects, their focuses are to use of objects that embeds computational capability. We have enabled end-users to make association between objects and sensor nodes to allow their own belongings instantly coupled. In addition, SenseCampus project
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\(^3\) http://twitter.com/#/mebius_sensor
\(^4\) http://www.sfc.keio.ac.jp/top.html
\(^5\) http://twitter.com/#/sfcpower
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aims at the *mashup* of data coupled to different types of entities in the real world: objects, people, environment, and society. Applications are allowed to acquire the data via the API in SenseCampus, and to serve richer context-awareness for end-users.

There are several classes of research towards effective use of user-side terminals for coupling of people and society. One common approach to this is called participatory sensing that makes use of cellular phones as a sensor [21]. Recent cellular phones contain a range of sensors including ubiquitous networked light, proximity, cameras, GPS, accelerometer, compass, and so forth. Due to their richer computational capability, phones can be used to capture context of users in the ubiquitous/pervasive computing perspective. Based on the captured context, they can provide user-aware digital services with them. Some urban sensing projects [22], [23], [24] utilize user-side terminals. Aquiba [23] is a system for achieving human probe capability in urban sensing. They leverage our Sense Phone for their purpose. MetroSense [24] defines a similar architecture that includes the notions of mobile sensors and static sensors. However, their goal is to share the data among users who participate in a sensing project. Their focus is thus closed in the interaction between the user-side terminals and sensors. In our project, we encourage stakeholders in our campus to create new applications by making the data open, establishing the set of APIs, and providing GUI on the web.

Environment monitoring using sensor networks have been practiced by several projects [13], [25], [26]. They include a sensor network to monitor severe places, such as volcano. Those projects install wireless sensor networks to couple environments into the cyber world, and collect data to a sensor database. We also conduct this data collection, however, as stated earlier, we also enable users and developers to leverage the data. This enables users to consume the data, and decide their behavior, such that a user decides to save energy looking at the energy usage on campus. Such behavioral change is captured into the cyber world, and again feed back to the user. This feedback loop is the major characteristic of our SenseCampus project.

5. Challenges in Enhancing Cyber-Physical Coupling

We have presented examples of ubiquitous services that were improved by using personal and/or global enablers such as smart phones, ultra low-cost wireless sensors, social media and P2P computing components. However, we are still facing many challenges for creating advanced ubiquitous services by enhancing cyber-physical coupling.

**Scalability in HOT-SPA architecture**

A global enabler allows us to connect Sh, Ph, Ah components with global St, Pt, At components easily. However, as we presented in Twitthings and SensingCloud, scalability and real-time issues are still remaining. For instance, a large event handling process is migrated into Twitter system, however, a user of Twitthings does not have any control over the response time. This may cause a problem in command and control applications.

**Cross-domain Mashup**

Mashup is a well-known method in web service development to create a new service by combining data or functions from multiple existing services on demand. Among ubiquitous services, it is still difficult to create a mashup based on existing ubiquitous services based on various S-P-A components. In particular, service descriptions, service finding, and service binding protocols are different in service domains. Network robot services, for instance, have a potential to be personal or global enablers, however, we do not have common protocols nor a common directory to find a suitable robot for specific functionality as an actuator. Similarly, sensor-to-sensor or actuator-to-actuator protocols should be development to realize cross-domain mashup.

**Interoperability among heterogeneous components**

There are many useful sensors and actuators for creating advanced ubiquitous services. Among cooperating sensors and actuators, command and control protocols must be matched between a sender and a receiver. In order to improve the interoperability of heterogeneous sensors and actuators, we need to create a better protocol or protocol conversion mechanism as well as universal components description language. The improved interoperability would result a ubiquitous service created in a new application domain.

**Security and Privacy Enhancing Technology**

Social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, allows a ubiquitous service to utilize large amount of user profiles for creating highly personalized or context-aware services. However, for instance, real-time location information of a group of people has a potential to lead location-based discrimination in a small community. These privacy related information should be controlled by individuals to maintain time and space accountability. In particular, auditability and visibility of such data flows should be managed.

6. Summary

We presented sensor enabled cyber-physical coupling for creating ubiquitous services in the SenseCampus project. The cyber-physical coupling provides two functions namely sensing something from a real space and actuating something back to a real space. By coupling objects, people, places or phenomena in a physical space with a cyber space, ubiquitous services can be created easily. We demonstrated our cyber-physical coupling architecture by describing novel ubiquitous services constituting the architecture, such as SensingCloud, DIY smart object services, Twitthings, Mebius Ring sensors. We also addressed that the scalability, cross-domain Mashup, interoperability, security and privacy issues are key challenges in creating future advanced ubiquitous services.
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